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Imagine playing in a baseball game where the batter has TWO pitchers. Neither pitcher can see the other 
and they do not coordinate their pitches between them. The batter has to be able to swing at any pitch 
that either pitcher makes, at any moment. One umpire is having to call pitches from both pitchers. He 
can’t reasonably pay attention to the balls flying toward him at the same time, so he does his best to call 
balls and strikes fairly.  
 
Does this sound like a good ball game? Definitely not, unless you are a spectator hoping for an episode of 
“Abbott and Costello”, because that’s what you’ll get. Hold on to this analogy for a few seconds… 
 
Background 
 
There are two primary 911 dispatch centers in Robeson County.  

• Lumberton City Communications (hereafter referred to as City 911) receives 911 calls from 
landlines inside the city and from cellular calls from cell towers located inside the city. 
Lumberton 911 dispatches for their police department, fire department, and public works and 
electrical utilities agencies. Lumberton 911 also dispatches Robeson County EMS and Lumberton 
Rescue & EMS to EMS calls inside the city limits. 

• Robeson County 911 receives 911 calls from all other landlines in Robeson County (outside 
Lumberton’s corporate limits) and from all other Robeson County cell towers. Robeson 911 
dispatches for the Sheriff’s Office, Rowland PD, Red Springs PD, Fairmont PD, Parkton PD, 
Robeson County EMS, Emergency Management, all rescue squads in Robeson County, and most 
of the 32 fire departments in the county. 

 
Both City 911 and Robeson 911 dispatch EMS calls all on ONE radio channel (VIPER EMS Dispatch). The 
radio traffic that this creates is sometimes comical, but is definitely uncoordinated, chaotic, and 
aggravating for those who have to monitor that channel and respond to the calls for help. 
 
Neither dispatch center monitors the other before using the radio and/or dispatching a call. Frequently, 
the 911 centers “jockey” for control of the channel so the call can be paged. EMS units are forced to 
listen to two 911 centers paging calls, try to determine which call is most critical and respond. Even 
more frequently, an EMS unit responding to a call paged by one 911 center has to be “diverted” to 
respond to a higher priority call, forcing the initial 911 center to re-page the initial call. 
 
So, back to my analogy. You are at bat - you’re working on an EMS unit, waiting for your next call. You 
have two 911 centers (the pitchers) toning out calls in an uncoordinated fashion, and you are forced to 
have to juggle this confusion for the next twelve hours on your shift. The EMS Shift Supervisor (the 
umpire) is having to monitor the channel and make sure he has enough units to answer these calls. 
Unfortunately, in this game, the ball game is playing with people who have called 911 for what they 
consider an “emergency”.  
 
So, both 911 centers have a computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system that allows the telecommunication 
to see the 911 call information, assign it to the appropriate agency and unit, and page the call. CAD can 
provide cross streets, call history, maps, etc., but only to those who have access. 
 
 



The Problem 
 
Mobile computers with access to CAD have been installed in all Robeson County EMS units and in most 
of the paramedic-level rescue ambulances. Unfortunately, these devices only see Robeson 911 CAD and 
do not have access to Lumberton 911 CAD. City 911 uses an antiquated software that does not support 
mobile CAD interface.  
 
City 911 CAD has no interface that links their data to Robeson 911 CAD, meaning neither 911 center can 
see or monitor the other. EMS units responding to City 911 calls must write down the address, cross 
street, EMD code, and run number from the radio broadcast, as well as keep up with their time stamps 
(time paged, arrived, etc.). Robeson 911 CAD allows the unit to retrieve all available data as well as CAD 
notes entered by the call taker. 
 
Allowing two 911 centers to dispatch the same agencies to different jurisdictions on the same channel is 
archaic. Robeson is the ONLY county in the state to allow this. EMS agencies that come in to Robeson to 
assist during mutual aid events are astounded by the practice. New EMS employees are confused and 
don’t know who to talk to on the EMS channel. This practice defeats the concept of a unified dispatch 
system. 
 
Questions 
 
Why is Lumberton 911 dispatching a county agency? 

Good question, and the answer is based on a legitimate technical issue created in the 1980’s 
that no longer exists. In the early 1980’s, Lumberton City Communications  was the first center 
in Robeson County to install the 911 system. All 911 calls made from phone exchanges 
beginning with 738 and 739 were routed to Lumberton City 911. If the caller needed response 
from the Sheriff’s Office or a county fire department, the caller was switched to the County 
Communications Center (then a division of the Sheriff’s Office) via a 911 ring-down. If the 911 
call needed EMS (whether inside or outside the city), Lumberton 911 was allowed to process the 
call and dispatch EMS and/or Rescue to speed up response time. Since that time, updates to the 
911 now automatically route “in-city” callers to Lumberton 911, while “out-of-city” callers are 
routed to Robeson 911.  
 

Isn’t EMS a county responsibility? 
Yes. NCGS 153A-250 (Ambulance Services) delegates authority to create and control ambulance 
services to the county commissioners. The county can allow, disallow, create, and abolish 
agreements with any entity to provide EMS services.  

 
Why does Lumberton 911 continue to dispatch EMS if the technical obstacle is no longer an issue? 

The reasons range from political to “it’s always been this way.” And neither of those are 
legitimate reasons to continue. 

 
Why do we need to change the system now? 

Call volume will continue to increase, causing more radio congestion and tension among those 
sharing the limited talk space. An EMS worker will need to call for help and be unable to gain 
access to the channel. One 911 call can’t be paged immediately because another agency is using 
the channel. A call will need to be upgraded from non-emergency to emergency but the 



requestor will have wait patiently until the other chatter clears. Let it happen to someone 
“important”, let it result in a bad outcome. 

  



Solutions 
 

1. Consolidate city and county 911 communications into one centralized agency. While this 
option would be the ideal solution, it is the most difficult politically and technically. This 
option would take more than twelve months to implement once the issue of management 
control is decided (whose going to be in charge). This would not solve the immediate 
problem of EMS dispatch. 

2. City 911 purchases the same CAD system used by County 911. A software program can link 
the two CAD systems together, allowing the City 911 to continue to receive and process EMS 
calls (provide EMD), enter into their CAD which populates the County 911 system. County 
911 would dispatch and handle the EMS call from that point. 

3. City 911 purchases a software link to allow their CAD to interface with County 911 CAD. The 
link must allow verification that the call has been received by County 911 CAD and 
processed. 

4. Move City 911 personnel into the County 911 Center but remain autonomous (remain city 
employees).  

a. City 911 would utilize county radio equipment which would need upgrading to 
include city frequencies. City phone lines would be forwarded to the County 911 
facility and answered by City 911 personnel there.  

b. City 911 would continue to answer to municipal supervisors, but would be sitting in 
a county building. 

c. City 911 would abandon the city’s CAD system and begin utilizing the County 911 
CAD system. 

d. This could potentially create issues with the City Emergency Operations Center 
being separate from the City 911 Center. 

5. City 911 discontinues Emergency Medical Dispatch procedures and dispatching EMS. If a 911 
call is received requesting EMS response, the caller is immediately switched to the County 
911 Center, where all EMD and dispatch functions are handled. 

a. This may be the least ideal situation, leading to liability issues. A 911 caller is 
reporting a shooting. The initial priority is scene safety with law enforcement having 
priority. The caller must be interrogated by the City 911 call taker, who then must 
forward the caller to the County 911 Center who will again interrogate the caller for 
EMD/EMS processes. 

b. This will cause many callers to become agitated and uncooperative, degrading the 
availability of information for emergency responders. This would have a negative 
impact of EMD QA processes and outcomes. 

6. Allow LREMS to put at least one additional ambulance on shift. City 911 would be allocated 
a completely new VIPER channel and dispatch only to LREMS. LREMS would be responsible 
for covering all EMS calls in the city limits. Robeson 911 would dispatch RCEMS and would 
be responsible for all EMS calls outside the city limits. This is also one of the least ideal 
situations, causing an additional work load on LREMS while dropping call volume for RCEMS. 
There would be a lack of communication between city response units and county response 
units, especially when call volume saturates LREMS and forces RCEMS to assist with call 
response. 


